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Unit Plan Overview 

•  Section 1: “Identi-U” 
•  Section 2: “Identi-Me” 
•  Section 3: “Identi-We” 
•  Section 4: “Voices” 
•  Section 5: “Journeys” 
•  Section 6: “A Light in the Dark” 
•  Section 7: “Perspective” 
•  Section 8: “I Can See The Music” 
•  Section 9: “One Person, One Nation” 
•  Section 10: “Poetry Slam!” or “Poets Anonymous” 











•  Poetry Journal Responses 
•  This N’ That 
•  Poet’s Corner 
•  Poetry Slam! 



Students will respond to daily (or every second day) 
to quotation responses, which are either poem 
excerpts or simply metaphorical/symbolic anecdotes 
or words of wisdom. Students will only be evaluated 
based on their attempted perception/analysis of the 
quotations (no "right" or "wrong" answers apply). 
Students will be graded based on the thought and 
detail they apply to each response ( /5).*Formative 
Assessment 



Students will compare and contrast song and poem 
selections in order to identify how similar themes 
can be expressed through different poetic 
mediums. The analysis will be an interactive one 
where students will annotate the lyrics/verses of 
one song and one poem. Students will circle, 
highlight, underling and annotate these drafts in 
order to compare and contrast the two selections. 
A short 100-200 word written summary of their 
analysis will be attached to the final product ( /
10).*Summative Assessment 



The collaborative nature of this unit is essential for 
students to understand the collective, reflective 
nature of poetry. Students will be asked to bring 
two selections to class: 
One poem of their own interest related to identity. 
One song with lyrics that expresses their respective 
personal identity. 

*Formative Assessment 



Students will create visual poems using a combination of 
images and written text. The visual poem will in 
response to the theme "identity" and students may make 
a poem that personally relates to their own identities or 
the nature of identity in society as a whole. Students 
will also create and present an analysis of their poem. 
The evaluation of this project will be based on 
adherence to the following assignment components: 
- Poem title; use of visual and written text; written 
analysis of 350-500 words which includes an analysis of 
the meaning of the poem and poetic devices used; 
presentation of poem and the written analysis; 
completion of peer feedback 

*Summative Assessment 



Atwood 
“The Weather” 
“This is a Photograph of Me” 

Koyczan 
“This is My Voice” 
“We Are More” 

P.K. Page 
“Adolesence” 

Mark Strand 
“Keeping Things Whole” 

Allan Cooper 
“Black Carnations” 

Gary Michael Dault 
“Branch Line” 

Leonard Cohen 
“Anthem” 

Desi Di Nardo 
“Keep Telling” 

Bronwen Wallace – “The 
Woman in This Poem” 



Note: Lessons are “skeletal” in nature and may be 
extended or compressed depending on the teacher’s 
preference. 



•  Familiarizing students with poetry: 
brainstorming session discussion 

•  Personal identity activity 
•  Free-verse writing (visual prompt) 
•  LINK: 

http://www.slideshare.net/beckerl1/
pictures-for-writing-prompts  

•  Free-verse writing (written prompt) 
•  LINK http://yeahwriters.tumblr.com/  



•  Sharing poems created in yesterday's class 
•  Discussing strengths 
•  Poetry: What I know -- Think-Pair-Share 
•  Poetry Terms: Title, audience, content 
•  Poem - ”Branch Line" by Gary Michael Dault 
•  Song Lyrics – “The Captain” by Leonard Cohen 

•  Pro-love and anti-military identity; influence of 
the family unit on identity; poetry as music 



•  Poetry Terms: Breaking it down; context; symbolism; 
metaphor 

•  How are we defined by music/poetry? 
•  Students select a song that expresses their identity (due 

on day 5)- Margaret Atwood: "This is a Photograph of Me"; 
"The Weather" -- Expressing social/global issues through 
poetry; personal identity and a connection to the world 

•  Introduction of Compare/Contrast Assignment: "IDENTI-
WE" 



•  ”Anthem" by Leonard Cohen (audio reading on YouTube) 
•  Poetry Terms: Symbolism (continued); personification; voice 
•  Object Personification activity 
•  "This is My Voice" by Shane Koyczan (video) 
•  "IDENTI-WE" assignment: brainstorming session 

•  LINKS: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCS_MwkWzes  
•  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHczVzGfyqQ  



•  ”Adolescence" by P. K. Page 
•  Life as a Journey; life's influence on identity- quotation 

responses: Simile 
•  "Life is like an egg"- Song, 
•  "Identity" by John Waller-- responses; personal identity song 

presentations Part I (song on YouTube) 
•  Poetry terms: Tone; mood; allusion- Quotation Response 

Journal 



•  ”Black Carnations" by Allan Cooper 
•   "Strange Fruit" (video/audio recording with images) 
•  Race and Poetry; Prejudice- 
•  Poetry Terms: theme; imagery; apostrophe; 

connotations and denotations 
•  ”Black Carnations" by Allan Cooper(*Close Reading) 

•  breaking it down; chunking; analyzing; reading/
rereading/discussing/rereading/analyzing  

•  Showcase Song Presentations Part II 



•  ”Keep Telling Me" by Desi Di Nardo – Think-Pair-Share 
•  The importance of perspective in poetry 
•  “The Woman in This Poem” by Bronwen Wallace 

(personification; personal identity)- 
•   Students will bring poems to share that are related to 

identity; poem presentation rehearsal- 
•   Showcase Song Presentations Part III- Quotation 

Response Journal 



•  Christian Bok Visual Poem Selections: by William Carlos 
Williams--connotation/denotation- materialism and 
identity-  
•  debate: what you wear defines you  

•  "The Cure" - Visual Poem (YouTube)-- how do the images 
influence the meaning of the poem/the interpretation of 
the poem? 

•  "Arms Reaching" by Jennifer Phillips-  
•  Visual Poetry Assignment- Quotation Response Journal 
•  Sponge: Canadian Poetry Festival Selections 

http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Bok.php  



•  "We are More" by Shane Koyczan -- Canadian Identity-- how 
do we define ourselves? Canadian? Albertan? Lethbridgian? 
Prestwick Rise Citizen? "Gossip" -- how the images of others 
define our identity- debate: If we know the nature of 
rumours, why are we so quick to believe them (or are we)?- 
film clip from the film, 'Doubt' : "Gossip"Visual Poetry 
Assignment 



•  Presentation of Visual poems 
•   students respond with written feedback for each 

presenter 
•  *see assignment section for details on the 

presentation method 
•  Quotation Journal Response 

•  Hand in journals along with poetry slam assignment 
•  Unit reflection discussion: identifying and describing 

the unique aspects of Canadian poetry  

















This is a Photograph of Me 
It was taken some time ago 
At first it seems to be 
a smeared 
print: blurred lines and grey flecks 
blended with the paper; 

then, as you scan 
it, you can see something in the left-hand 
corner 
a thing that is like a branch: part of a tree 
(balsam or spruce) emerging 
and, to the right, halfway up 
what ought to be a gentle 
slope, a small frame house. 

In the background there is a lake, 
and beyond that, some low hills. 

(The photograph was taken 
the day after I drowned. 

I am in the lake, in the center 
of the picture, just under the surface. 

It is difficult to say where 
precisely, or to say 
how large or how small I 
am: 
the effect of water 
on light is a distortion. 

but if you look long 
enough 
eventually 
you will see me.)  

“This is a Photograph of Me” by Margaret Atwood 



“The Weather” by Margaret Atwood 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6uhNEZj7TU  



“This is My Voice” by Shane Koyczan 

http://apeaceofconflict.com/2010/03/14/this-
is-my-voice/  

http://vancouverisawesome.com/2010/02/12/
shane-koyczans-we-are-more/  

“We Are More” by Shane Koyczan 

http://www.oocities.org/sorrenti888/thewomaninthispoem.htm  

“The Woman in This Poem” by Bronwen Wallace 


